I. INTRODUCTION
The IP address lookup in a router decides the next hop to forward each incoming packet towards its destination, and it is still the remaining bottleneck among the major tasks of a router [1] - [16] . A router maintains a set of prefixes and as a part of its forwarding task the router has to quickly find the longest prefix that matches the m-bit destination address (m=32 bits in IPv4) of an incoming packet. Table I(a) shows an example of a set of prefixes with their corresponding next hops. In this example, a 4-bit destination address 0011 matches prefixes *, 00*, and 001*, and therefore the router should forward the packet to a next hop C since 001* is the longest matching prefix.
The ideal scheme for an IP lookup solution includes fast lookup time, fast prefix update time, small memory requirement, and good scalability [11] . Since the optimal solution to the IP lookup problem has been shown to be NPhard [6] , every existing IP lookup algorithm makes tradeoffs among those parameters. The most critical measure is obviously the worst-case lookup time since failure to meet the required time may result in a misclassified packet. Nevertheless, the update time, memory requirements, and scalability must also be considered [11] . Every time there is a route change, the contents of a forwarding table should be updated to reflect the route change. Small update time is essential, since a study conducted by Labovitz et. al [4] has shown that the Internet instability at backbone routers can cause several hundred prefix updates per second. With this rate, it is estimated that the update operations must be performed in 10 milliseconds or less.
References [1] , [2] , [5] , [9] , [15] present efficient IP lookup algorithms. However, prefix updates in these static schemes are very difficult to implement due the optimized structures used in them, and therefore rebuilding the structures may be necessary to deal with updates [11] . There are two different approaches to deal with prefix updates. In the first approach, update-efficient dynamic data structures [3] , [7] - [8] , [13] - [14] are used. In the second approach, update operations are batched and the tables are periodically reconstructed [1] , [2] , [11] , [16] . This solution is acceptable if the table reconstruction can be done fairly fast. Degermark, et al. [2] argued that even though routing updates can be frequent, because the routing protocols need time to converge, forwarding tables can be a little stale and therefore need not change more than at most once per second. Thus, each table reconstruction (off-line updates) can be done after some sequence of prefix updates. It is obvious, however, that the faster the time to reconstruct the table the better so that the table can represent more up-to-date network routing information.
Improved techniques to reduce construction time for forwarding tables are found in the literature [10] , [12] , [16] . Ravikumar et al. [10] proposed a new technique to reduce the construction time of the LC-trie [9] . Sahni and Kim [12] have reduced the construction time of the multibit trie [15] . Wang et al. [16] provided an improved routing table construction algorithm for the multiway search tree [5] . Among the existing IP lookup algorithms, Full Expansion Compression (FEC) scheme [1] results in the fastest lookup time [11] . The technique requires exactly three memory accesses for each IP lookup. However, a prefix update (insertion, deletion, or next hop alteration) on the scheme is expensive. To facilitate the technique for prefix updates, Crescenzie et al. [1] proposed to divide the computer cache into two banks: the first bank is Table I , column t [1] ). Thus, a more efficient table construction technique is required so that the scheme can be used effectively in a dynamic environment. In this paper, we propose an improved technique to reduce the construction time of FEC router table. In Section II, we briefly describe the FEC scheme [1] . Section III presents our proposed technique. Section IV gives a set of experimental results to show the merits of our algorithm. Section V concludes this paper.
II. THE FEC TECHNIQUE -BACKGROUND
For a binary alphabet Σ={0,1}, we denote a set of all binary strings of length Table I (b) for m = 4 bits. In the compression phase, an optimal break bit value 1≤k≤m is used to cluster the expanded prefixes. The clustering produces a set of RLE sequences based on the run-length-encoding (RLE) scheme [1] . As part of this step, any RLE sequence that contains exactly the same information as that in another sequence is deleted. Fig. 1(b) shows the RLE sequences 〈s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 〉 of Fig. 1(a) , in which s 2 , s 4 are duplicate sequences. To build the FEC tables that comprise row_index, col_index, and interface tables, a unification step using a recursive function ϕ [1] is performed on each of the RLE sequences. Fig. 1(c) shows the results of this step, which in turn are used to construct the FEC data structures as shown in Fig. 1(d) .
III. IMPROVED TECHNIQUE FOR FEC TABLE CONSTRUCTION

A. Disjoint Prefix Binary Trie
We propose to use a disjoint-prefix binary trie (DPBT) [11] to represent all pairs (X, h X ) of a table T'. In a DPBT each next hop is stored only in its leaves, while each intermediate node contains only pointers to its two descendants. Disjoint-prefixes do not overlap, and no address prefix is itself a prefix of another [11] . Fig. 2 (a.iv) presents a DPBT for table T' of Fig.  1(a) . A binary-path (a string of bits) to a leaf in a DPBT represents a pair (disjoint-prefix X, h X ) that can be expanded to generate a set of m-bit addresses, X⋅Σ m-|X| , each of which has a next hop h X . We obtain T' by expanding each disjoint-prefix of a DPBT. As an example, expanding the binary-path to leaf A (=000) of the DPBT in Fig. 2 (a.iv) we obtain addresses 0000 and 0001 in table T', each with next hop A.
B. Efficient Disjoint Prefix Binary Trie Construction
A DPBT is constructed by pushing each prefix at the internal node of a binary-trie down to the leaves of the trie [11] . Fig. 2(a) illustrates the construction of the DPBT of Table I(a). Fig. 2(a.i) shows the result of inserting prefixes 10*, 00*, and 01*. Fig. 2(a.ii) shows that inserting a prefix 001* causes the trie to be no longer a DPBT; there is an internal node A (with next hop information) that must be pushed down. We call a node that needs to be pushed down a pseudo-leaf. When a pseudo-leaf exists, the insertion process needs to backtrack to the node, creates new leaves down the trie, and stores the next hop of the pseudo leaf in each of them. Similarly, inserting a prefix 0010 into the trie as shown in Fig.  2 (a.iii) creates a pseudo-leaf. It is obvious that backtracking and extra leaf-pushing steps make a DPBT construction process inefficient. The following property of a DPBT states the necessary condition for the existence of a pseudo-leaf. Property 1. Inserting a prefix x into a DPBT creates a pseudoleaf if there is a binary-path Y in DPBT as a prefix of x.
Using the following lemma we are able to build a DPBT without creating any pseudo-leaf. We also will use this lemma to construct the RLE-sequences more efficiently. Lemma 1. Constructing a DPBT from a set of decreasing lexicographic ordered prefixes does not create pseudo-leaves. Proof. Let P 1 , P 2 , …, P i-1 , P i denote a sequence of prefixes sorted in decreasing lexicographic order. Assume P 1 , P 2 , …, P i-1 have been inserted into a DPBT, and let P i be the next inserted prefix. By definition of a DPBT, a leaf in the trie does not have a binary-path which is a subset of P 1 , P 2 , …, P i-1 . Since P i cannot be a superset of any of P 1 , P 2 , …, P i-1 , it cannot be a superset of any binary-path to the leaves in the trie. Thus, the insertion of prefix P i will create no pseudo-leaf. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the construction of a DPBT from the prefixes of Table I (b). Notice that no pseudo-leaf is generated.
C. RLE Sequence Generation from a DPBT
A set of RLE sequences can be represented by an array
in which each element is a pointer to a sequence of RLE, 〈h x , l〉, where h x is the next-hop of a prefix x and l is the run length of h x . In other words, each element of the array
m-k . Our representation of the RLE sequences is equivalent to that shown in Fig. 1(b) . Following reference [1] and utilizing a constructed DPBT, the RLE sequences can be obtained using the following two steps. First, we generate a set of increasing lexicographic ordered disjoint-prefixes, which is straightforward by traversing the DPBT in preorder. Then, we generate the RLE sequences by using the Steps 2 to 3 of the following Algorithm-1. a. Generate one or more row addresses, index i , as follows:
b. Generate an RLE 〈h X , l〉, where l is obtained as follows: insert 〈h X , l〉 at the end of the sequence 3. For any RLE sequence 〈h j , l j 〉 ⋅ 〈h j+1 , l j+1 〉 ⋅…⋅ 〈h n , l n 〉 with h j = h j+1 = … = h n , replace the sequence with a pair 〈h j , L〉, where L = l j + l j+1 +…+ l n .
D. Efficient RLE Sequence Generation
In this section we present an efficient algorithm to construct RLE sequences directly from a set of decreasing lexicographic ordered prefixes. Notice that following Lemma 1, a binary-path of a prefix x will not be a prefix of any binary-path of a prefix y that is lexicographically less than x. This observation makes us able to directly generate the RLE sequences from the sorted prefixes. Here, we only need to implicitly generate disjoint-prefixes, and hence the construction of a DPBT is avoided. However, these implicitly enumerated disjoint prefixes are not necessarily in increasing lexicographic order, and therefore we need to modify Step 2c of Algorithm-1, and represent an RLE using a triple 〈h x ,a,b〉, where 0 ≤ a,b ≤ 2 m-k -1 are respectively the binary value of the starting and ending column addresses of a prefix x with next hop h x . As an example, we show the equivalent RLE sequences of Fig. 1 (b) using this new notation in Fig. 3(b) . The following Algorithm-2 generates the RLE sequences without explicitly constructing a DPBT. {(00,A),(01,A),(10,C),(11,B) } T(01) = {(00,C),(01,C),(10,C),(11,C)} T(10) = {(00,B),(01,B),(10,B),(11,B)} T(11) = {(00,C),(01,C),(10,C), ( 
T(00) =
(a) Expanded Routing Table T Step 2c(ii.2) is used on pair (001*,B) to obtain an RLE 〈B,3,3〉 and insert it at the end of the sequence. Similarly, Step 2c(ii.1) is used on a pair (00*,A) to create an RLE 〈A,0,1〉, and insert it as the first RLE in R[00]. Deleting the redundant RLE sequence, we obtain the compressed RLE sequences in Fig.  3(b) which is equivalent to that shown in Fig. 1(b) .
E. An Improved Unification Technique
Crescenzi, et al. [1] use a function ϕ so that each of the RLE sequences contains the same number of RLE. In this unification step [1] , a pair 〈h X , L〉 may be split into 〈h X ,l 1 (Table II) show that typically an interface table has smaller column (β k ) than row (α k ), and therefore intuitively an equivalent unification method (proposed in the following) that does a column-based splitting is expected to be more efficient. We propose the RLE-sequence-expansion (RSE) algorithm as follows. Algorithm RSE: 1. Flag the first RLE in each RLE sequence R[i], for i ≥ 0.
2. Set δ = the minimum (b i -a i +1) value among those of the flagged RLE. 3. Split each RLE 〈h x ,a,b〉 that has (b-a+1)>δ into 〈h x ,a,δ+a-1〉 ⋅ 〈h x ,δ+a,b〉 that replace the original RLE 〈h x ,a,b〉, and flag the second RLE of the resulting split.
4. Unflag each RLE 〈h x ,a,b〉 that has (b-a+1) = δ, and flag its next RLE in the sequence.
Repeat
Step 2, until all flagged RLE have the same δ of (b i -a i +1), for all i. Figure 4 illustrates the RSE algorithm to expand the RLE sequences shown in Fig. 3(b) .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Environment and Test Data
We have implemented our algorithm in ANSI C and run it on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 computer with 1 MB cache and 1 GB RAM. To evaluate its performance, we used six real 522.9KB (fit into the available system cache memory) is significantly faster than on the other larger sized tables, although theoretically the FEC scheme requires exactly 3 memory accesses for each lookup. We suspect that this is caused by more cache misses on larger sized tables.
B. Performance of Our Algorithm
We use Algorithm-2 to construct an FEC table for each of the databases. Our algorithm constructed exactly the same tables as those obtained by the algorithm in [1] but in 4 to 29 times faster (column ρ of Table III ). Note that each ρ value is obtained by dividing the running time of technique [1] (column t [1] in table II) with that of our algorithm (column t Alg2+RSE in table III). Our algorithm reduces the FEC table construction because (i) it generates RLE-sequences more efficiently, and (ii) it converts the RLE-sequences into FEC table faster. Column t Alg1 (t Alg2 ) in Table III shows the running time of Algorithm-1 (Algorithm-2) that constructs a compressed RLE sequences for each database. Note that t Alg1 is comparable to that required by the technique in [1] . Algorithm-2 outperforms Algorithm-1 because it avoids DPBT construction (compare columns t Alg2 and t Alg1 ). Column t RSE shows the required time for our RSE algorithm to construct the FEC tables. The algorithm is faster than the unification step of [1] . We can show empirically the efficiency of RSE by considering Algorithm-1 to be as efficient as the corresponding step (to generate RLE-sequences) in [1] . Notice that the total of each row in t Alg1 and t RSE (Table III) is less than the corresponding row of column t [1] in Table II , and thus it is obvious that the time saving is due to our improved column-based RSE technique. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed an approach to improve the construction time of FEC forwarding table. Using a decreasing lexicographic ordered list of prefixes as input, our approach reduces the time to construct RLE sequences which, in turn, are used to construct the FEC table. Our column-based RSE technique, in contrast to the row-based unification step in [1] further reduces the complexity of constructing the tables. Simulations on several routing tables show that our approach constructs the FEC tables 4 to 29 times faster than the technique in [1] . Our efficient DPBT construction (Section III.B) can be generalized to reduce the construction time of a disjoint multibit trie [15] .
